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.China-North Korea
standoff: U.N. says

Pyongyang has right to
defend itself David Jackson
| USA TODAY Show Caption

Hide Caption Trump
threatens NKorea with 'fire
and fury' President Trump

unleashed his fiery
warning to North Korean
leader Kim Jong Un, who
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he called "Rocket Man"
and "sick puppy". (July 7)
The United Nations said

Thursday that North Korea
has the right to defend

itself against U.S.
"aggression," following the

Trump administration's
remarks about using

military force. The U.N.
Security Council said in a
statement after a closed
meeting that "all relevant
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UN member states, the
DPRK (North Korea) and

regional organizations and
parties concerned must

abide by their obligations
under international law."
That language echoed

comments by China, which
is North Korea's main ally

and trading partner.
Beijing has spoken out
against U.S. threats of
military force against
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Pyongyang. In language
that resembled the U.N.

statement, China said after
North Korea fired a missile
into the East Sea of Japan
on July 4 that it "strongly

condemns and firmly
opposes" any such action.
The U.N. statement also

rejected "any threat or use
of force by the DPRK" and

called for a
"comprehensive and
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complete cessation of all
weapons tests" to ensure

the "safety and security" of
its members. "Any resort
to force would be totally

unacceptable and an
example of the highest
level of irresponsibility,"
said the U.N. statement,

which represents 193
member states. More:

Trump warns North Korea
it can't win war with US,
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firing back at critics The
U.N. statement was
authorized by the
president of the

15-member Security
Council. It said the council

"condemns the DPRK’s
illegal ballistic missile
launch, and it strongly
condemns and strongly

rejects any threat or use of
force against the DPRK.

The Security Council calls
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upon all states to strictly
and fully implement U.N.
sanctions to their full and

utmost extent." China,
North Korea's main ally
and trading partner, has

rebuked the United States'
new national security

strategy that includes a
vow to strengthen

alliances and develop new
relationships with China.
China has long sought to
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use North Korea to balance
U.S. influence in Asia and
leverage the Asian giant's

economic resources,
according to the

Washington-based Stimson
Center, which advocates a

strong U.S. military.
President c6a93da74d
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